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Abstract
The in ation GI of a graph G is obtained from G by replacing each vertex x of degree d(x)
by a clique X  Kd(x) and each edge xy by an edge between two vertices of the corresponding
cliques X and Y of GI in such a way that the edges of GI which come from the edges of G
form a matching of GI . Some properties related to the parameters of independence, domination
and irredundance of an in ation GI have already been studied in Dunbar and Haynes (Congr.
Numer. 118 (1996) 143), Favaron (J. Graph Theory 28 (2) (1998) 97) and Puech (J. Combin.
Math. Combin. Comput. 33 (2000) 117–127). We prove here that if we denote by 	 and IR the
independence number and the upper irredundance number of a graph, the 2-connected graphs G
satisfying 	(GI ) = IR(GI ) are those ones for which maxcut(G) is at most the order of G (these
graphs have been determined in Delorme and Favaron (Utilitas Math. 56 (1999) 153)). c© 2001
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The graphs G = (V (G); E(G)), we consider here are simple and @nite of order
|V (G)| = n(G) and size |E(G)| = m(G). The degree, neighborhood, closed neighbor-
hood of a vertex x of G are, respectively, denoted by dG(x), NG(x), NG[x] (with
NG[x] = N (x) ∪ {x}), or simply by d(x), N (x), N [x] if there is no ambiguity. If
S ⊆V (G), G[S] is the subgraph induced in G by S and N [S] =⋃x∈S N [x]. The mini-
mum and maximum degree of G are denoted by (G) and (G).
A set S of vertices of G is independent if no two vertices of S are adjacent. The
maximum cardinality of an independent set is denoted by 	(G). If x is a vertex of a
subset I of V (G), the set N [x]\N [I \{x}] is called the I -private neighborhood of x
and its elements are the I -private neighbors, for short I -pn’s, of x. Note that if x is
isolated in G[I ], then it belongs to its I -private neighborhood. The vertex x of I is
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Fig. 1. Examples of 2-connected graphs with maxcut = n.
irredundant in I if its I -private neighborhood is not empty, redundant otherwise. The
set I is irredundant in G if all its vertices are irredundant. The maximum cardinality
of an irredundant set of G is denoted by IR(G). It is clear from the de@nitions that
every maximal independent set is irredundant. Hence 	(G)6IR(G) for all graphs G.
A subdivision of a graph G is a graph G′ obtained from G by inserting (e)¿0 new
vertices on each edge e ∈ E(G). The subdivision S1(G), obtained by replacing each
edge of G by a path of length 2, corresponds to the case (e) = 1 for every edge.
The cut associated to a partition (V1; V2) of V (G) is the set E(V1; V2) of the edges of
G joining vertices of V1 to vertices of V2, and maxcut(G) is the maximum cardinality
of a cut of G. Clearly, when G has no isolated vertex, a cut of maximum cardinality
generates a spanning subgraph of G. Hence maxcut(G) is also the maximum size of
a spanning bipartite subgraph of G. When G is connected, it admits a spanning tree
with n(G)− 1 edges. Therefore maxcut(G)¿n(G)− 1 for every connected graph G.
The connected multigraphs G having their maxcut equal to n(G) − 1 or to n(G)
have been described in [2] and the result for 2-connected graphs is given in Theorem
A below. We use the following de@nition.
Denition. A 6ower is a 2-connected planar graph with a plane representation in which
two faces, called the large faces, are together incident to all the edges. The f−2 other
faces are called the petals.
An alternative de@nition is that a  ower is a 2-connected planar graph with a plane
representation in which f − 2 among the f faces have mutually no common edge.
The de@nition of  owers holds for multigraphs but here we consider only simple
graphs (in particular every face is bounded by a simple cycle of length at least 3).
When G consists of three or four paths sharing their endvertices, analogously to every
subdivision of the graph L4 of Fig. 5 in the case of three paths, we can chose any
pair of faces in the @rst case, any pair of non-adjacent faces in the second case, as
the two large faces. In the other cases, the large faces and petals are de@ned without
ambiguity. Some  owers are shown in Figs. 1, and 5–9.
Theorem A (Delorme and Favaron [2]). 1. The 2-connected graphs for which
maxcut(G) = n(G)− 1 are the odd cycles.
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Fig. 2.
2. The 2-connected graphs for which maxcut(G) = n(G) are:
• the subdivisions of K4 in which the boundaries of the four faces have odd length;
• the 6owers in which the boundaries of all petals have odd length.
The in6ation or in6ated graph GI of a graph G without isolated vertices is obtained
as follows: each vertex xi of degree d(xi) of G is replaced by a clique Xi 
 Kd(xi) and
each edge xixj of G is replaced by an edge uv in such a way that u ∈ Xi, v ∈ Xj,
and two diJerent edges of G are replaced by nonadjacent edges of GI . An obvious
consequence of the de@nition is that n(GI ) =
∑
xi∈V (G) dG(xi) = 2m(G); (GI ) =(G)
and (GI ) = (G). There are two diJerent kinds of edges in GI . The edges of the
cliques Xi are colored red and the Xi’s are called the red cliques (a red clique Xi is
reduced to a point if xi is a pendant vertex of G). The other ones, which correspond
to the edges of G, are colored blue and form a perfect matching of GI . Every vertex
of GI belongs to exactly one red clique and one blue edge. In the @gures, the blue
edges are represented by thick lines and the red edges by thin ones. Figs. 2–9 show
examples of in ated graphs. One can easily convince oneself that GI is the line-graph
of the subdivision S1(G) of G.
The study of various domination parameters in in ated graphs was originated by
Dunbar and Haynes in [3]. In particular they proved the followings results.
Theorem B (Dunbar and Haynes [3]). Every in6ated graph GI satis:es:
	(GI ) = IR(GI ) = n(G)− 1 if G is a tree;
	(GI ) = n(G) if G is a connected graph di;erent from a tree.
Theorem B gives the value of IR(GI ) when G is a tree. For the other graphs, bounds
on IR(GI ) were given in [4].







and the three bounds can be attained.
Other results related to the lower domination parameters in in ated graphs can be
found in [3–5].
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Theorem C shows that the diJerence IR(GI )−	(GI ) can be very large. For instance,
if G is the complete graph Kn then 	(GI )=n and IR(GI )=n2=4 [4]. A natural problem
is to try to determine the graphs G satisfying 	(GI ) = IR(GI ). The purpose of this
paper is to prove
Theorem 1. A 2-connected graph satis:es 	(GI )=IR(GI ) if and only if maxcut(G)=
n(G) or n(G)− 1; that is if G is a graph described in Theorem A.
The proof of Theorem 1, given in Section 4, is composed of two parts. The part
‘only if ’ is the direct consequence of Theorems A–C. For the part ‘if’, we reduce G to
one of eight particular graphs Li, 16i68 (Section 3) for which the required equality
	(LiI ) = IR(L
i
I ) holds (Section 2).
2. Equality (GI ) = IR(GI ) for eight particular graphs
In this section we show that the equality 	(GI ) = IR(GI ) holds for the 8 particular
graphs Li, 16i68, shown in Figs. 2–9. They all belong to the families described in
Theorem A. The graphs L1 to L3 are subdivisions of K4 (L1 is isomorphic to K4) and
L4 to L8 are  owers.
Lemma 2.1. 	(L1I ) = IR(L
1
I ).
Proof. It is proved in [4] that for every clique Kn, IR((Kn)I )=n2=4. Since 	((Kn)I )=
n, we get for n= 4, 	((K4)I ) = IR((K4)I ) = 4 (see Fig. 2).
Lemma 2.2. 	(L2I ) = IR(L
2
I ).
Proof. By Theorem B, 	(L2I ) = n(L
2) = 8. Let I be any irredundant set of L2I (see
Fig. 3). Since 	(G)6IR(G) for all graphs G, it is suNcient to prove that |I |68. Let
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4.
{ai; bi; ci; di; ei}=Xi for 16i64. Clearly |I ∩Xi|63 and if |I ∩Xi|=3 then {ai; ci}⊆ I .
If |I ∩Xi|62 for every 16i64 then |I |68 and we are done. Suppose, say, |I ∩X1|=3.
This implies {a1; c1}⊆ I and thus I ∩ {d4; e4}= I ∩ {a3; b3; c3}= ∅ for otherwise a1 or
c1 has no I -pn. Similarly, |I ∩ {a4; b4; c4; d3; e3}|63 and if |I ∩ {a4; b4; c4; d3; e3}|= 3
then I ∩ {a2; b2; c2} = ∅. Hence, at least one of I ∩ X2 and I ∩ {a4; b4; c4; d3; e3} has
less than 3 elements and |I |68.
Lemma 2.3. 	(L3I ) = IR(L
3
I ).
Proof. By Theorem B, 	(L3I ) = n(L
3) = 7. Let I be any irredundant set of L3I (see
Fig. 4). It is suNcient to prove that |I |67. Let {ai; bi; ci; di; ei} = Xi for 16i63.
Clearly |I ∩ Xi|63. Suppose, say, |I ∩ X1|= 3. Then {b1; c1}⊆ I and I ∩ {a2; b2; c2}=
I ∩ {a3; b3; c3} = ∅ for otherwise b1 or c1 has no I -pn. Moreover, |I ∩ {a4; b4; c4; d2;
e2; d3; e3}|64 (the value 4 is attained uniquely when {d2; e2; d3; e3}⊆ I) and thus
|I |67. We suppose now |I ∩ Xi|62 for i = 1; 2; 3. If |I ∩ Xi| = 2 for all 16i63,
then either {di; ei}⊆ I for at least one value of i or otherwise |I ∩ {di; ei}|¿1 for all
16i63 (for if for instance I ∩{d1; e1}= ∅, then |I ∩{a1; b1; c1}|=2 and thus at least
one of I ∩{a2; b2; c2}, I ∩{a3; b3; c3} is empty, that is at least one of {d2; e2}, {d3; e3}
is contained in I). In both cases |I ∩ {a4; b4; c4}|61 and thus |I |67. Henceforth, we
suppose, say, |I ∩X1|61. If |I ∩{a4; b4; c4}|62 or |I ∩Xi|61 for i=2 or 3 then |I |67
and we are done. The only remaining case which corresponds to {a4; b4; c4}⊆ I (and
thus I ∩ {di; ei}= ∅ for all 16i63), |I ∩ X1|= 1 and |I ∩ Xi|= 2 for i= 2 and 3, is
impossible.
Lemma 2.4. 	(L4I ) = IR(L
4
I ).
Proof. By Theorem B, 	(L4I ) = n(L
4) = 4.
Let I be any irredundant set of L4I (see Fig. 5). It is suNcient to prove that |I |64.
For 16i62, let Xi = {ai; bi; ci; di; ei}. If |I ∩ Xi|62 for i = 1; 2 then |I |64. If, say,
|I∩X1|¿3 then necessarily, |I∩X1|=3, {a1; c1}⊆ I and I∩{d2; e2}=I∩{a2; b2; c2}=∅.
Hence, |I |= 3.
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Fig. 5.
Fig. 6.
Lemma 2.5. 	(L5I ) = IR(L
5
I ).
Proof. By Theorem B, 	(L5I ) = n(L
5) = 5.
Let I be any irredundant set of L5I (see Fig. 6). It is suNcient to prove that |I |65.
For 16i62, |I ∩Xi|63 with Xi = {ai; bi; ci; di; ei}. If say, |I ∩X1|=3, then I contains
{a1; c1}, I ∩{f; g}= I ∩{a2; b2; c2}=∅ and since |I ∩{d2; e2}|62, we have |I |65. So
we suppose |I ∩ Xi|62 for i= 1; 2. If {f; g}⊆ I then I ∩ {a1; b1; c1; a2; b2; c2}= ∅ and
since |I ∩{d1; e1; d2; e2}|62 we have |I |64. If |I ∩{f; g}|61 then |I |= |I ∩{f; g}|+
|I ∩ X1|+ |I ∩ X2|65.
Lemma 2.6. 	(L6I ) = IR(L
6
I ).
Proof. By Theorem B, 	(L6I ) = n(L
6) = 5.
Let I be any irredundant set of L6I (see Fig. 7). It is suNcient to prove that |I |65.
For i = 1; 2, let Xi = {ai; bi; ci; di; ei; fi; gi}. If |I ∩ Xi|62 for i = 1 and 2, then |I |64.
Suppose, say, |I ∩ X1|¿3. The only possibility is that |I ∩ X1| = 3 and this equality
may occur in the following cases:
• {e1; f1; g1}⊆ I , I ∩ {c1; d1} = I ∩ {a1; b1; a2; b2} = I ∩ {e2; f2; g2} = ∅ and since
|I ∩ {c2; d2}|62, |I |65;
• I ∩ {e1; f1; g1}= {e1; g1}, I ∩ {c1; d1}= I ∩ {a1; b1; a2; b2}= ∅ and thus |I ∩ X1|=2,
a contradiction;
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Fig. 7.
Fig. 8.
• I ∩ {e1; f1; g1} = {e1; f1} and I ∩ {c1; d1} = I ∩ {e2; f2; g2} = ∅; if b1 ∈ I then b1
is isolated in L6I (I) for otherwise it has no I -pn, and thus |I |65; if b1 ∈ I then
|I ∩ {a1; b1; a2; b2; c2; d2}|63 and again |I |65.
• I ∩ {e1; f1; g1} = {f1; g1}, I ∩ {e2; f2; g2} = I ∩ {a1; b1; a2; b2} = ∅ and since |I ∩
{c1; d1}|= 1 (because of |I ∩ X |= 3 and |I ∩ {c2; d2}| ≤ 2), |I |65;
• I ∩X1 contains exactly one vertex in each clique {c1; d1}, {e1; f1; g1}, {a1; b1; a2; b2}
and since the same situation cannot occur simultaneously in X2, we have |I |65.
Lemma 2.7. 	(L7) = IR(L7).
Proof. By Theorem B, 	(L7I ) = n(L
7) = 6.
Let I be any irredundant set of L7I (see Fig. 8). It is suNcient to prove that |I |66.
For i=1; 2, let Xi={ai; bi; ci; di; ei; fi; gi; hi}. If |I ∩Xi|63 for i=1 and 2, then |I |66.
Suppose, say |I ∩ X1|¿4. The only possibility is that I ∩ X1 contains exactly one
vertex in each clique {e1; f1; g1}, {c1; d1}, {h1; h2}, {a1; b1; a2; b2}, and this implies
I ∩ {h2; a2; b2}= ∅, |I ∩ {c2; d2}|61 for otherwise c2 has no I -pn, |I ∩ {e2; f2; g2}|61
for otherwise f2 or g2 has no I -pn, and thus |I |66.
Lemma 2.8. Let L8(p) be the 6ower with p petals represented in Fig. 9 with :ve
petals. Then 	(L8(p)I ) = IR(L8(p)I ).
Proof. By Theorem B, 	(L8(p)I ) = n(L8(p)) = 2p.
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Fig. 9.
Let I be any irredundant set of L8(p)I . It is suNcient to prove that |I |62p. With
the notation indicated in Fig. 9 and taking all the subscripts modulo p, we de@ne
Yi= {ci; di}; Zi= {ei; fi; ai−1; bi−1}, Mi= {ai; bi; ci; di; ei; fi} and mi= |I ∩Mi|. Clearly
|I | =∑pi=1 mi. If {ai; bi}, {ci; di} or {ei; fi} is contained in I , then mi = 2. Hence,
mi63 for all 16i6p. If mi62 for all 16i6p then |I |62p and we are done.
Suppose now without loss of generality m1 = 3. This implies that I ∩ M1 contains
exactly one vertex of each clique Z1; Y1; Z2. Hence, I ∩ {a2; b2} = I ∩ {ep; fp} = ∅,
|I ∩ Y2|61 for otherwise c2 has no I -pn, |I ∩ {e2; f2}|61 for otherwise f2 has no
I -pn, and thus m262. If moreover m2 =2, then |I ∩Y2|=1, I ∩Z3 consists of a unique
vertex belonging to {e2; f2} and thus, by the same argument as previously, m362.
Similarly, if m3 = 2 then m462, a.s.o. If @nally all the mi’s for 26i¡p are equal
to 2, then I ∩Mp−1 consists of one vertex of Yp−1 and one vertex of {ep−1; fp−1}.
Since I ∩ {ap; bp}= I ∩ {ep; fp}= ∅, and since |I ∩ Yp|61 (for otherwise cp and dp
have no I -pn’s), we get mp61.
If mi is less than 2 for some i = q¡p, then some mj with j¿q+ 1 may be again
equal to 3 and we consider mj+1 instead of m2. In the circular sequence m1; m2; : : : ; mp,
each subsequence beginning with a 3 must contain at least one element equal to 0
or 1 before the next 3. Therefore, the average value of the mi’s is at most 2 and
|I |=∑pi=1 mi62p.
3. Reduction lemmas
Lemma 3.1. Let H be a graph containing an induced path xa1a2b1b2y where each
vertex a1; a2; b1; b2 has degree 2 in H and let H ′ be the graph obtained from H by
deleting the vertices a1; a2; b1; b2 and adding the edge xy. Then IR(H)6IR(H ′) + 2.
Proof. Let I be a maximum irredundant set of H (see Fig. 10). We will construct
an irredundant set I ′ of H ′ containing |I | − 2 vertices. The sets {a1; a2; b1} and
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{a1; a2; b2} are not contained in I for otherwise a2 has no I -pn. Hence by symme-
try |I ∩ {a1; a2; b1; b2}|62 and except for symmetries we have to study seven cases.
1. If I ∩ {a1; a2; b1; b2}= {a1; b2}, then if x ∈ I , x is an I -pn of no vertex of I \{a1},
and if x ∈ I , x admits an I -pn in V (H)\{a1; a2; b1; b2; y}. The same holds for y.
Hence, whatever I ∩ {x; y} is, the set I ′ = I \{a1; b2} is irredundant in H ′.
2. If I ∩ {a1; a2; b1; b2} = {a1; b1}, then x ∈ I for otherwise a1 has no I -pn, and x is
an I -pn of no vertex of I \{a1}. The set I ′ = I \{a1; b1} is irredundant in H ′ since
if y ∈ I then it has an I -pn in H diJerent from b2 which remains an I ′-pn of y in
H ′.
3. If I ∩ {a1; a2; b1; b2}= {a1; a2}, then x is the unique I -pn of a1 and thus x has no
other neighbor in I . The set I ′= I \{a1; a2} is irredundant in H ′ since if y ∈ I then
x is an I ′-pn of y in H ′.
4. If I ∩ {a1; a2; b1; b2} = {a2; b1}, then a1 (resp. b2) is the unique I -pn of a2
(resp. b1). Hence x and y are not in I and thus I ′ = I \{a2; b1} is irredundant
in H ′.
5. and 6. If I∩{a1; a2; b1; b2}={a1} (resp. {a2}) then, since I∪{b1} is not irredundant,
at least one of x, y belongs to I . If y ∈ I then I ′ = I \{a1; y} (resp. I \{a2; y}) is
irredundant in H ′ for if x also belongs to I , it has an I -pn diJerent from a1 which
is still an I ′-pn of x in H ′. If y ∈ I , then I ′ = I \{a1; x} (resp. I ′ = I \{a2; x}) is
irredundant in H ′.
7. If I ∩ {a1; a2; b1; b2} = ∅ then, since I ∪ {a2} and I ∪ {b1} are irredundant, x and
y belong to I and admit, respectively, a1 and b2 as their unique I -pn. The set
I ′ = I \{x; y} is irredundant in H ′.
In each of the seven cases, H ′ contains an irredundant set of IR(H)− 2 elements and
thus IR(H ′)¿IR(H)− 2.
Corollary 3.1. Let G be a connected graph containing an induced path xaby
where a and b have degree 2 in G; and let G′ be the graph obtained from G by
deleting the vertices a and b and adding the edge xy. Then IR(GI )6IR(G′I ) + 2 and
IR(GI )− 	(GI )6IR(G′I )− 	(G′I ).
Proof. The in ation GI of G contains an induced path xa1a2b1b2y where the edges
xa1, a2b1, b2y are blue, the edges a1a2, b1b2 are red and the vertices a1, a2, b1,
b2 have degree 2 in GI (see Fig. 10). The graph G′ is connected and its in ation
G′I can be obtained from GI by replacing the path xa1a2b1b2y by the edge xy. By
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Lemma 3.1, IR(GI )6IR(G′I ) + 2. On the other hand, 	(GI ) = n(G)− 1 and 	(G′I ) =
n(G′) − 1 if G is a tree, 	(GI ) = n(G) and 	(G′I ) = n(G′) otherwise. Since n(G′) =
n(G) − 2, we get in any case 	(GI ) = 	(G′I ) + 2 which gives the second inequality
IR(GI )− 	(GI )6IR(G′I )− 	(G′I ).
Lemma 3.2. Let H be a graph containing the induced subgraph H [{x1; x2; x3; v1; v2;
w1; w2; y1; y2; y3; z1; z2; t1; t2}] shown in Fig. 11 where v1; v2; z1; z2 have degree 2 in
H; xi; yi have degree 3 in H for 16i63; NH [w2]\{v2}=NH [w1]\{x1} is a clique W
of order at least 3; NH [t2]\{z2}=NH [t1]\{y1} is a clique T of order at least 3; and
the cliques W and T are disjoint. Let H ′ be the graph obtained from H by deleting the
vertices x3; y3 and adding the edges x1y1; x1y2; x2y1; x2y2. Then IR(H)6IR(H ′) + 1.
Proof. Let I be a maximum irredundant set of H such that |I ∩ {x3; y3}| is minimum
(see Fig. 11). We will construct an irredundant set I ′ of H ′ containing at least |I | − 1
vertices.
Case 1: {x3; y3}⊆ I .
Then I∩{x1; x2; y1; y2}=∅ for otherwise x3 or y3 has no I -pn. If v1 ∈ I then v2 ∈ I for
otherwise v1 has no I -pn, and w1 ∈ I for otherwise x3 has no I -pn. Moreover, if w2 ∈ I
then I ∩W = {w2} for otherwise w2 has no I -pn, and if w2 ∈ I then w1 cannot be the
unique I -pn of any vertex of W \{w1; w2}. In this case, (I \{x3})∪{x1} is a maximum
irredundant set contradicting the choice of I . Similarly if w1 ∈ I then I∩W={w1}, v1 ∈ I
and (I \{x3}) ∪ {x2} contradicts the choice of I . Hence I ∩ {v1; v2; w1; w2}⊆{v2; w2}
(note that if {v2; w2}⊆ I , then I ∩W = {w2}). By symmetry I ∩{z1; z2; t1; t2}⊆{z2; t2}.
The set I ′ = (I \{x3; y3})∪ {x2} if v2 ∈ I or w2 ∈ I; I ′ = (I \{x3; y3; w2})∪ {w1; x2} if
{v2; w2}⊆ I , is irredundant in H ′.
Case 2: {x3; y3} ∩ I = {x3}.
Then |I ∩{v1; v2}|61 for otherwise v1 has no I -pn, and the vertices x3; y3; x1; x2 are
no I -private neighbors of any vertex of I \{x3}. If I \{x3} is irredundant in H ′, we are
done. If not, some xi ∈ {x1; x2} belongs to I (and thus I ∩ {y1; y2}= ∅ for otherwise
x3 has no I -pn), and some yj ∈ {y1; y2} is the unique I -pn of a vertex u ∈ I ∩{z1; t1}.
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If x1 ∈ I and x2 ∈ I then I ∩ W = ∅ for otherwise x1 has no I -pn. The set I ′ =
(I \{x1; x3}) ∪ {v1} if v1 ∈ I , I ′ = (I \{x1; x3}) ∪ {v2} if v2 ∈ I , is irredundant in H ′.
If x2 ∈ I and x1 ∈ I , then I ∩ {v1; v2} = ∅ for otherwise x2 has no I -pn. If w2 ∈ I
then w1 ∈ I for otherwise w1 has no I -pn, and I ′ = (I \{x2; x3}) ∪ {w1} is irredundant
in H ′. If w2 ∈ I then I ′ = (I \{x2; x3}) ∪ {v1} is irredundant in H ′.
If x1 and x2 both belong to I , then I ∩W = I ∩{v1; v2}=∅ and I ′=(I \{x1; x2; x3})∪
{v1; v2} is irredundant in H ′.
If {x3; y3} ∩ I = {y3} we have a symmetric situation.
Case 3: {x3; y3} ∩ I = ∅.
If {x1; x2}⊆ I then I ∩{v1; v2}= I ∩W =∅ and I1 = (I \{x1; x2})∪{v1; v2} is another
maximum irredundant set of H with I1 ∩{x3; y3}= ∅ and having no vertex in {x1; x2}.
So we can suppose |I ∩ {x1; x2}|61 and similarly, |I ∩ {y1; y2}|61.
If |I ∩ {x1; x2; y1; y2}|= 0 then I ′ = I is an irredundant set of H ′.
If |I ∩ {x1; x2; y1; y2}| = 1, say I ∩ {x1; x2; y1; y2} = {xi}, then I ′ = I \{xi} is an
irredundant set of H ′.
If I ∩{x1; x2; y1; y2}= {xi; yj}, then the vertex {x1; x2}\{xi} is an I -pn of no vertex
of I \{xi} and the vertex {y1; y2}\{yj} is an I -pn of no vertex of I \{yj}. So, if xi has
another I -pn than x3, then the set I ′= I \{yj} is irredundant in H ′. If the only I -pn of
xi is x3, then {v1; w1}⊆ I and |I ∩{v1; v2}|= |I ∩W |=1. The set I ′=(I \{yj; v1})∪{v2}
if xi = x2, I ′ = (I \{yj; w1}) ∪ {v2} if xi = x1, is irredundant in H ′.
Corollary 3.2. Let G be a connected graph containing the induced subgraph
G[v; w; x; y; z; t] shown in Fig. 11 where v and z have degree 2; x and y have degree 3
in G and the edge wt may or not exist. Let G′ be the graph obtained from G by delet-
ing the edge xy and identifying the two vertices x and y. Then IR(GI )6IR(G′I ) + 1
and IR(GI )− 	(GI )6IR(G′I )− 	(G′I ).
Proof. The in ation GI of G contains the structure H of Fig. 11 as an induced subgraph
and G′I is obtained from GI by the operation on H described in Lemma 3.2. The @rst
inequality comes from the result of this lemma and the second one from the relations
	(GI ) = n(G), 	(G′I ) = n(G
′) and n(G) = n(G′) + 1.
Lemma 3.3. Let H be a graph containing the induced subgraph H [x1; x2; x3; y1; y2; y3;
v1; v2; w1; w2; z1; z2; t1; t2; a1; a2] shown in Fig. 12; where a1; a2; z1; z2; v1; v2 have degree 2
in H; x1; x2; x3; y1; y2; y3 have degree 3 in H; NH [w2]\{v2}=NH [w1]\{x1} is a clique
W of order at least 3; NH [t2]\{z2} = NH [t1]\{y1} is a clique T of order at least
3; and the cliques W and T are disjoint. Let H ′ be the graph obtained from H by
deleting the vertices x3; a1; a2; y3 and adding the edges x1y1; x1y2, x2y1, x2y2. Then
IR(H)6IR(H ′) + 2.
Proof. Let I be a maximum irredundant set of H (see Fig. 12). We will construct
an irredundant set I ′ of H ′ containing |I | − 2 vertices. As in Lemma 3.1, the set I
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Fig. 12.
contains at most two vertices of {x3; a1; a2; y3} and except for symmetries we have to
examine seven cases.
1. If I ∩{x3; a1; a2; y3}={x3; y3} then no vertex of H among {x1; x2; y1; y2} is an I -pn
of any vertex of I \{x3; y3}, and if one of them belongs to I , it admits an I -pn
which is not in {x1; x2; x3; y1; y2; y3}. Hence, I ′ = I \{x3; y3} is irredundant in H ′.
2. If I ∩ {x3; a1; a2; y3}= {x3; a2}, then x1 and x2 are not in I and are not I -pn of any
vertex of I diJerent from x3. Moreover if some vertex yi of {y1; y2} is in I , then
it admits an I -pn diJerent from y3. Hence, the set I ′ = I \{a2; x3} is irredundant
in H ′.
3. If I ∩ {x3; a1; a2; y3}= {x3; a1} then x1 and x2 are not in I , are I -private neighbors
of no vertex of I \{x3}, and at least one of them, say xi, is I -pn of x3 and has thus
no other neighbor in I than x3. The set I ′ = I \{a1; x3} is irredundant in H ′ since
if in H one of y1, y2, say yj, is in I with y3 as its unique I -pn, then xi is in H ′
an I ′-pn of yj.
4. If I ∩ {x3; a1; a2; y3} = {a1; a2} then in H , x3 is I -pn of a1, y3 is I -pn of a2,
no vertex of {x1; x2; y1; y2} belongs to I , and thus I ′ = I \{a1; a2} is irredundant
in H ′.
5. If I ∩ {x3; a1; a2; y3}= {x3} then, if some vertex of {x1; x2} belongs to I , it admits
an I -pn diJerent from x3. Since y3 ∈ I and I is maximum, either exactly one
vertex yi ∈ {y1; y2} belongs to I and its I -private neighborhood is contained in
{y1; y2; y3}; or at least one vertex of {y1; y2} is the unique I -pn of another vertex,
z1 or t1, of I . In the @rst case, the set I ′ = I \{x3; yi} is irredundant in H ′. In the
second case, if y2 is the unique I -pn of the vertex z1 of I , then z2 ∈ I since z1 is
not isolated in H [I ], I ∩T =∅ and in particular t1 ∈ I for otherwise z2 has no I -pn,
and thus I ′ = I \{x3; z1} is irredundant in H ′; if y1 is the unique I -pn of t1 ∈ I
then by the previous argument, y2 is not the unique I -pn of z1 (in the case where
z1 ∈ I), and thus I ′ = I \{x3; t1} is irredundant in H ′.
6. If I∩{x3; a1; a2; y3}={a1} then, since x3 ∈ I and I is maximum, v1 is a non-isolated
vertex of H [I ] and x2 is its unique I -pn, or w1 is a non-isolated vertex of H [I ] and
x1 is its unique I -pn, or I ∩ {x1; x2}= ∅ and {v1; w1}⊆ I , or I ∩ {x1; x2} = ∅.
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In the @rst three cases, I ∩ {x1; x2}= ∅. If x2 is the unique I -pn of the non-isolated
vertex v1 of I , then v2 ∈ I and its unique I -pn is w2, and thus, w1 ∈ I . Hence the
@rst case cannot occur simultaneously with the second or third one. In the third case,
the vertices v2 and w2 are not in I for otherwise they have no I -private neighbors.
Consider the set I ′ = I \{v1; a1} in the @rst case, I ′ = I \{w1; a1} in the second and
third cases. If one vertex yi of {y1; y2} belongs to I with y3 as its unique I -pn, then
x1 is an I ′-pn of yi in H ′. Hence I ′ is irredundant in H ′.
For the fourth case I ∩ {x1; x2} = ∅, we consider three subcases.
When I ∩ {x1; x2} = {x1} then x2 is I -pn of no vertex of I \{x1}, and {v1; w1} is
not contained in I for otherwise x1 has no I -pn. Moreover if w1 ∈ I , then it has an
I -pn in W . Let I ′= I \{a1; x1}. If one vertex yi of {y1; y2} belongs to I with y3 as its
unique I -pn, then the vertex x1 if w1 ∈ I; x2 if v1 ∈ I , is an I ′-pn of yi in H ′. Hence
I ′ is irredundant in H ′.
Similarly, when I ∩ {x1; x2}= {x2} then I ′ \{a1; x2} is irredundant in H ′.
Finally when {x1; x2}⊆ I then w1 and v1 are, respectively, the I -private neighbors
of x1 and x2, and thus v2 ∈ I , w2 ∈ I and w2 cannot be the only I -pn of a vertex of
I . The set I ′ = (I \{a1; x1; x2}) ∪ {v2} is irredundant in H ′.
7. If I ∩ {x3; a1; a2; y3} = ∅ then, since a1 ∈ I and I is maximum, exactly one vertex
xi ∈ {x1; x2} belongs to I and admits x3 as its unique I -pn. Similarly, exactly
one vertex yj ∈ {y1; y2} belongs to I . Hence I ′ = I \{xi; yj} is an irredundant set
of H ′.
In the seven cases, we constructed the required irredundant set in H ′ and thus
IR(H ′)¿IR(H)− 2.
Corollary 3.3. Let G be a connected graph containing the induced subgraph
G[v; w; x; a; y; z; t] shown in Fig. 12 where a; v; z have degree 2 and x; y degree 3 in G
and the edge wt may or not exist. Let G′ be the graph obtained from G by deleting
the vertex a and identifying the two vertices x and y. Then IR(GI )6IR(G′I ) + 2 and
IR(GI )− 	(GI )6IR(G′I )− 	(G′I ).
Proof. The in ation GI of G contains the structure H of Fig. 12 as an induced subgraph
and G′I is obtained from GI by the operation on H described in Lemma 3.3. The @rst
inequality comes from the result of this lemma and the second one from the relations
	(GI ) = n(G); 	(G′I ) = n(G
′) and n(G) = n(G′) + 2.
Note that in Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3, wt is an edge in G if there is an edge in H
between two vertices of respectively W \{w1; w2} and T \{t1; t2}).
4. Proof of Theorem 1
1. Let G be a connected graph diJerent from a tree. By Theorem B, 	(GI ) = n(G),
and by Theorem C, maxcut(G)6IR(GI ). Hence, when IR(GI ) = 	(GI ) we get
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maxcut(G)6n(G). If it is 2-connected, G is one of the graphs described in
Theorem A.
2. Let G be one of the graphs described in Theorem A.
If G is an odd cycle C2p+1 then GI is the even cycle C4p+2 and satis@es 	(GI ) =
IR(GI ) since this equality holds for every bipartite graph by [1].
If G is a subdivision of K4 with four odd faces, then by recursively applying Corol-
lary 3.1 to shorten the induced paths of length at least 3, we can reduce G to a graph
L satisfying IR(LI )− 	(LI )¿IR(GI )− 	(GI ) where, L is a subdivision of K4 with at
most one added vertex on each edge and four odd faces. Thus, G is one of the graphs
L1 
 K4, L2 and L3 shown in Figs. 2–4.
If G is a  ower with odd petals, then by recursively applying Corollary 3.1 we can
reduce G to a  ower F satisfying IR(FI ) − 	(FI )¿IR(GI ) − 	(GI ) and admitting a
plane representation having the following properties: one large face of F , its ‘center’,
is bounded by a cycle C=x1x2 · · · xpx1 with p odd or even and the petals are triangles
of the form xiaixi+1 where the subscripts are taken modulo p; moreover if F has just
one petal then F is one of L4 and L5 (Figs. 5 and 6); if F has more than one petal
then the petal which is the successor of xiaixi+1 along C is xi+1ai+1xi+2 or xi+2ai+2xi+3
or xi+3ai+3xi+4. We can then continue the reduction. Recursively applying Corollaries
3.2 and 3.3 to shorten the length of the paths between two successive petals, we
reduce F to a graph L (if F has only one petal, then L= F) which is one of the @ve
graphs Li, 46i68, shown in Figs. 5–9, in such a way that IR(LI )−	(LI )¿IR(FI )−
	(FI )¿IR(GI )− 	(GI ).
By Lemmas 2.1–2.8, IR(LiI ) = 	(L
i
I ) for 16i68. Hence, since IR(GI )− 	(GI )¿0
for all graphs, IR(GI )− 	(GI ) = 0.
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